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ABSTRACT

This study investigated the effects of innovative leadership styles on the organizational performance at Flextronics Shah Alam, Gelang Patah, Johor. Transformational, transactional, and laissez-faire leadership styles were considered in this study. The research problem among others includes the style of innovative leadership that improve the organizational performance and ones that hampers the organizational performance. The transformational, transactional and laissez-faire leadership style theories have been extensively discussed. The study followed a survey design, and employed evaluative quantitative analysis method. The survey conducted by distributes the questionnaire to the employees in the company of study based on the leadership styles that adopt in the organization and the effect of it’s to the employees’ performance in the organization. Correlation analysis was employed to determine the relationship between the leadership styles (transformational, transactional, and laissez-faire) and organizational performance and to test the hypothesis of the study. Multiple Regression analysis was used to identify leadership styles that most affect the organization’s performance. The result showed that transformational and transactional leadership had significant positive effect on performance whereas laissez-faire is not significantly correlated to the organizational performance. The study concluded that transformational leadership style was more appropriate in optimizing performance in the company of study than transactional and laissez-faire leadership style.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background Study

The concept and meaning of leadership and style may differ from each person’s perception. Leadership means different things to different people around the world and different things in different situations. Stoner (2000) defines leadership as a process of directing and influencing the task of related activities of group members. Fry (2003) states that leadership as a use of leading strategy to offer inspiring motive and to enhance the staff’s potential for growth and development in the organization. Leadership style is a key determinant of the success or failure of any organization. A leader is a person who influences, leads, and motivates others or a group to perform specific tasks and also inspire his subordinates for efficient performance towards the accomplishment of the company’s goals and objectives. Leadership style is the manner and approach of providing direction, implementing plans, and motivating people to do the right things and achieve the organization’s objective.

Messick and Kramer (2004) argued that the degree to which the individual exhibits leadership traits depends not only on his characteristics and personal abilities, but also on the characteristics of the situation and environment in which he finds himself. So, an individual could become members and support an organization
in order to achieve certain personal objective. This is because the extent to which they are active members depends on how they are convinced that their membership which can make them enable to achieve their predetermined objectives. Therefore, an individual only will support an organization if he believes that through it, his personal objective and goals could be met. If he cannot achieve his personal objective and goals, the person’s interest will decline. Leadership style in an organization is one of the factors which play significant role in enhancing or retarding the interest and commitment of the individuals in the organization.

Fiedler (1996), one of the most respected researchers on leadership, has provided a recent treatise on the importance of leadership by arguing that the effectiveness of a leader is a major determinant of the success or failure of a group, organization, or even an entire country. Indeed, it has been argued that one way in which organizations have sought to cope with the increasing volatility and turbulence of the external environment is by training and developing leaders and equipping them with the skills to cope (Hennessey, 1998). These claims are based on the assumption of a direct link between leadership and organizational performance. This assumption requires critical review. Chuang (2005), explain that the excellent leader not only inspires subordinates’ potential to enhance efficiency, but also meets their requirements in the process of achieving the common target of the organization.

Other than that, leadership is a critical management skill involving the ability to encourage a group of people towards common goal. Leadership focuses on the development of followers and their needs. Managers exercising transformational leadership style focus on the development of value system of employees, their motivational level and moralities with the development of their skills (Ismail et al., 2009). It basically helps followers achieve their goals as they work in the organizational setting; it encourages followers to be expressive and adaptive to new and improved practices and changes in the environment (Azka et al., 2011). Nongo (2009) also states that leadership entails an unequal distribution of power between leaders and group members. Group members have power, but leaders usually have more powers.
There are several styles of leadership such as autocratic, bureaucratic, laissez-faire, charismatic, democratic, transactional and transformational leadership. Particular style of leadership will not result in the most effective form of organizational performance. In different situations, different of leadership styles are required and each leader must be know when to exhibit a particular approach. No one leadership style is ideal for every situation, since a leader may have knowledge and skills to act effectively in one situation but may not emerge as effectively in a different situation (Mosadeghrad 2003). Transformational, transactional and laissez-faire styles are known as the new leadership theories and are used by most academics who study about organization leaders.

In this study, the researcher considered the transformational leadership, transactional leadership and laissez-faire leadership style. The transformational leadership is more effective, productive, innovative, and satisfying to followers as both parties work towards the good of organization propelled by shared visions and values as well as mutual trust and respect (Avolio & Bass, 1991). Transactional leadership style as opined by Burns (1978) indicated that transactional leaders are those who sought to motivate followers by appealing to their self-interests. They motivate subordinates to achieve expected levels of performance by helping them to recognize task responsibilities, identify goals and develop confidence about meeting desired performance level Bass (1990), while laissez-faire style is an absolutely passive leadership.

From this consideration, the objective of this study is intended to identify the relationship between the leadership style and the organizational performance and subsequently to examine the effect of innovative leadership style on the employees’ performance, which invariably translated to organizational performance. The study is divided into five chapters which are chapter one is the introduction, chapter two is a review of related literature, chapter three discusses the methodology employed in carrying out the study, chapter 4 discusses about the results and chapter 5 is conclusion and recommendation.
1.2 Problem Statement

Leadership and management skills are a very important thing in a business because it will determine the ups and downs of the business. Having weak, ineffective managers or leaders in the workplace will affect employees' performance and the company as a whole. The company that is managed by poor managers will not operate well and the company's productivity will not improve and succeed. The manager that almost always performs below expectation, lacks vision, inadequate understanding of business finance, and does not have good communication skills with their employees are the characteristics of poor managers. Many private companies bankrupt in their business because of the poor leadership and management skills in doing the business such as leaders who are unable to be flexible, trustworthy, open-minded, and inspiring may have a combination of varying traits of management styles with no clear definition to guide a team. Therefore, by recognizing if these characteristics exist in the manager of their company, the company can make necessary changes in order to prevent failure of their business and company.

Many of people assumed that leadership is just about being nice to people, however, it is far more complex, coercive leaders can have a slightly positive impact on standards and pacesetters on responsibility. As Gole man point out, no one leadership style is going to be right one in every situation. Leaders in public sectors in Melaka have to balance their concern or their co-workers with their responsibility to the community they serve. Turner (2007) noted private sector leaders have trouble engaging the workforce. Researchers at Gallup (2010) reported a ratio of 1.83:1 for engaged to actively disengaged employees in the workforce. Private sector leaders must implement a plan to attract, hire, manage, and retain employees (Boddie, Contardo, & Childs, 2007). This is because money is not always a motivator for employees; leaders must offer certain non-monetary incentives (Woodruffe, 2006). Employees expect greater fulfillment in the work and life balances. Fulfillments include the opportunity to collaborate in the workplace and the flexibility to set working hours (McBain, 2006). Leaders must also know what employees expect from the work environment to maintain an engaged workforce (Patota et al., 2007).
Moreover, a lot of people think that the company management need to pay more money and give more salary to motivate their employees in doing their jobs effectively. However, it is so wrong because they are plenty of low and no-cost strategies that can be use to motivate employee improve their performance such as the attitude and styles of managers toward their employees. Leadership is not what leaders do, but the relationship between the leaders and their subordinates or their employees. A leader that involves their employees in do the task and projects in the company will builds and improve the morale of employees and increase the productivity which in turn improves the organizational performance. Yet, if the leaders does not involves their employees in company’s operation, their employees will feel alienated and feeling not important which is will influence the productivity of the company because their morale has been decrease.

1.3 Research Question

It was not known to what degree leadership is related to the positive organizational performance through the styles of the leader in the company. The following research questions were used to guide the study:

1. What is the effect of transformational leadership style on organizational performance?

2. What is the effect of transactional leadership style on the organizational performance?

3. What is the effect of laissez-faire leadership style on the organizational performance?
1.4 Research Objective

The objective of this study was to identify the relationship between the leadership style and the organizational performance and subsequently evaluate the effect of innovative leadership style on the employees’ performance. Therefore, the overall objective of this study was to look generally on which the innovative leadership styles that most affect the organizational performance with a particular reference to the organization of study. The objectives among others include the following:

1. To identify the effect of the transformational leadership style on the organizational performance.

2. To identify the effect of the transactional style of leadership on the organizational performance.

3. To identify the effect of the laissez-faire leadership style on the organizational performance.

1.5 Scope/ Limitations and Key Assumption of the Study

In this research, the researcher has limited the scope area for the research that wants to be conducted. The scope of this study was exclusively restricted to private sector in Johor which is Flextronics Shah Alam Sdn. Bhd. However, it should not think that the study was not related to any other organization in Johor because it is a problem faced by many companies. It is because this problem is the global nature of the organization's environment. The results of this one cannot generalise to represent the entire related industry. The theoretical issues discussed about innovative leadership style and organizational performance. Some of the constraints encountered in carried out this research were:
1. Finance;

This study is one research that needs money in order to enable the researcher to obtain more information and also perform and carry out the study effectively. However, due to the financial constraints, the researcher could not obtain everything that required in this study. Thereby, it was prevented the researcher in done the best work practice on the study.

2. Time

This study is one research that required longer time to enable the researcher gets the essential and quality data for effective research. But since it was a project research of final student which takes only four months that is a semester work as required by the school, the researcher is less of valid information to use. The researcher also needs to find the suitable time for collect enough data in the organization.

3. Attitude of respondents;

In order to make this study a very viable one, some vital information was requested from the company. But it faces a number of problems where the management are not willing to release and give the information that required and the employees is not able to identify their organization's leadership style. It is hard to choose the suitable organization that willing to give information and cooperation with the researcher.
1.6 Significance of the study

The study of this research is important for the future planning. This research study is significant in many aspects. It is hoped that, after the study is successfully completed, it will be used and serve as a source of guidance to the organization which is research has been done and also provide essential information and incentive for increasing organizational performance which is related to the financial performance of the organization. This research will help to give more understanding to the management of the organization about the need and significant of having effective and viable leaders in the organization. This is because the leader can influence the employees in do their work and task. This research also will give more understanding to the employee about their roles and duties to the leaders in the organization and other related matters. This research also will identify the cause and the reason why employees in the organization react positively or negatively to a particular leadership style of a manager or their leaders. This research also aims to discovering and identify what reason makes the employees be dedicated and committed to their duties in the organization.

This research will help to challenge both the management and employees in the organization that they have their own importance to increase productivity and organizational performance in their company. They can be the reason and influence on the financial performance in their company by their action and the way they done their work. This research serves as a partial fulfilment for the award of Bachelor of Technology Management (Technology Innovation) to the researcher. Last but not least, this research will be of great benefit as aid and guidance related to future researchers about the leadership style and organizational performance.
1.7 Summary

This chapter introduces the importance and explanation on the importance of a good project management for project completion. The purpose of this research was to determine if specific relationships exist between innovative leadership styles and organizational performance in the private sector in Johor which is Flextronics Shah Alam Sdn. Bhd. The aim of the study was to determine if certain innovative leadership styles exhibited by private sector leaders foster an environment for employees to effectively in workplace in order to improve the organizational performance. In fact, chapter 1 only provide a briefly description about the research which are introduced the independent and dependent variables, research problems, research questions and limitation of the study. Chapter 1 also included the background, purpose and significance of the study. This research will be conducted in accordance with chapter sets.
CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

Chapter 2 includes historical and current literature concerning how innovative leadership styles can influence and improving the organizational performance in the workplace. The review also includes literature gaps. The purpose of this research was to determine if specific relationships exist between innovative leadership styles and organization performance in the company at Johor area. The aim of the study was to determine if certain innovative leadership styles exhibited by private sector leaders foster an environment for employees to do the work effectively in the workforce. Chapter 2 also includes literature pertaining to the research questions, the independent variables, dependent variables and includes a review of the theories of leadership and theories of organizational performance.